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1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
14

1. Rewrite the following sentences by using the correct options.
1) Mark Sennett and Mabel Normand first saw Charlie Chaplin in A Night in
an _____________ Music Hall.
a) Italian

b) American

c) Indian

d) English

2) Before Shanti Tigga getting selected as the first woman jawan, women
were selected as officers in _____________ combat units only.
a) pro-

b) re-

c) non-

d) post-

3) Vajasrawas donated Nachiketa to the God of Death, since he was
a) very generous			

b) angered by his son

c) fed up with his son

d) poor and helpless

4) The Indian Army started to recruit female officers in the year
a) 1992

b) 1994

c) 1996

d) 1991

5) The narrator in I Find No Peace says that he flew above the wind, yet he
couldn’t
a) succeed

b) die

c) arise

d) fall

6) According to Emily Dickinson the people who win are not able to define
a) loss

b) victory

c) life

d) death

7) “Likewise displeaseth me both life and death,
		 And my _____________ is causer of this strife.”
a) father

b) enemy

c) delight

d) sorrow
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8) The cattle in the photograph _______________ to my friend.
a) is belonging			

b) belong

c) belongs			

d) belonging

9) The noun friend carries ________________ gender.
a) masculine

b) neuter

c) common

d) feminine

10) She saw herself in the mirror.
		 The word herself in the above sentence is _______________ pronoun.
a) a personal			

b) an emphatic

c) a reciprocal

d) a reflexive

11) He is such _____________ unique person that everyone likes him.
a) an

b) a

c) the

d) no Article

12) If I were a bird, I would fly.
		 The above sentence has ________________ mood.
a) Imperative

b) Subjunctive

c) Indicative			

d) Interrogative

13) I did a project.
		 The word did in the above sentence is a
a) helping verb

b) modal

c) main verb

d) semi-modal

14) Have you seen __________________ Mount Everest ?
a) a

b) the

c) no Article

d) an

2. Answer the following bits in two to three sentences each. (Any Seven)

14

1) Why did Charlie Chaplin feel that he should return to the stage ?
2) How did Shanti Tigga join the Indian Army ?
3) Why was Nachiketa disappointed by his father, Vajasrawas ?
4) How did the New York writer review Chaplin’s first movie Making a Living ?
5) What qualities of Shanti Tigga motivated the Indian President to honour her ?
6) Why did Yama give three boons to Nachiketa ?
7) What acting qualities of Charlie Chaplin impressed the audiences ?
8) What does the unexpected death of Shanti Tigga mean ?
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3. A) Answer the following questions in about 50 words each. (Any two)

8

1) What do you mean by communication ?
2) How do you describe the what, why and how of communication ?
3) How will you communicate to you younger brother the recipe of making
tea ?
B) Write short notes on the following. (Any two)

6

1) What is the central theme of the poem I Find No Peace ?
2) Why does Emily Dickinson say the purple Host can’t tell the definition of
victory ?
3) Why did the poet in I Find No Peace experience contradictory feelings ?
4. Answer the following elaborately. (Any one)

14

1) Bring out in detail the communication process by illuminating its stages.
2) Describe the importance of Mind, Medium and Message in effective
communication.
5. Interpret the Seven Cs-Completeness, Clarity, Correctness, Conciseness,
Consideration, Courtesy and Concreteness in a successful communication.   14
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